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        Find out what to do if you find injured wildlife, a marine stranding or discover a wildlife crime. 
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            Disappointment as scientific advice to stop culling badgers falls on deaf ears 

        

        

    
    
        Dorset Wildlife Trust (DWT) is shocked and saddened to hear the announcement that the areas where badger culling will take place in Dorset this year will be substantially increased.
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            Dorset Wildlife Trust urges the public to follow wildlife safety advice on nature reserves    

        

        

    
    
        Dorset Wildlife Trust (DWT) has received reports of visitors not abiding by the guidance displayed on signage whilst using its nature reserves in Dorset.  Visitors are increasingly using nature…
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        Dorset Wildlife Trust (DWT) is advising anyone planning to visit one of its 42 nature reserves in Dorset to adhere to the government guidance for social distancing and to only use these sites as…
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        Hi, I am Arun, a volunteer and marine champion for the Hampshire and Isle of Wight Wildlife Trust. Since I was 11, I have been completing Shoresearch surveys with the Trust to monitor the species…
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        Look for the unusual flowers of lords-and-ladies in spring woodlands: a pale green sheath surrounds a spike of tiny, yellow flowers. This spike eventually forms a familiar, short stalk of striking…
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        Andrew and Adrian, volunteers and pioneering walkers of The Rothschild Way. Both have tirelessly raised funds and put in countless hours to the best cause they know – nature. And they know they…
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        We are firmly opposed to the badger cull, find out why and learn about badger vaccination.
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            Local artist helps raise funds for wildlife in Dorset 

        

        

    
    
        The Fine Foundation Wild Seas Centre at Kimmeridge is celebrating wildlife with an art exhibition by local artist and volunteer, Rosemary Edwards, who kindly raised vital funds for Dorset Wildlife…
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        Follow the advice in our Action for Insects guide and create an insect-friendly garden that is teeming with wildlife.
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              Bournemouth School’s Turner House raise almost £2000 for Dorset Wildlife Trust

        

        

    
    
        A student-led charity week of cake sales, tuck shops, fun sporting events, throwing sponges at senior staff in stocks, and a non-uniform day resulted in Turner House raising nearly £2000 for the…
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        Over the last 22 years, a team of Dorset Wildlife Volunteers have visited over 150 churches throughout Dorset to give advice on managing churchyards with wildlife in mind.
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